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David Le Page, Fossil Free SA: February 2021Sign a joint letter to your asset 
manager asking them to create 

fossil fuel-free ethical investments  
in  South Africa.

For the past few years, the big SA asset 
managers have been saying that their 

clients aren’t interested in a fund afree of 
investments in the fossil fuels companies 

that are causing climate breakdown. 

Let’s prove them wrong!

Please also join our campaign 
launch webinar on Wednesday 24 

February at 7pm

#Investfossilfree

Sign now >

Join >



Our story
• Founded in 2013 on the back of a letter to UCT urging divestment, and became a registered NPO in 2014.
• With 350 Africa, we helped push the City of Cape Town to become the first African city to commit 

to divestment from fossil fuels in 2017.
• Our lobbying, with the endorsement of Archbishop Emeritus Desmond Tutu, successfully pushed 

the University of Cape Town to become the first African university with a responsible investment 
committee in 2018, and we have now three times passed votes at UCT’s Convocation for the university to 
divest.

• We held successful workshops on divestment for asset managers in 2017 and, in partnership with the UN-
supported Principles for Responsible Investment, for retirement funds in 2019. We became a PRI network 
supporter that year.

• Our 2018 Spotlight Campaign started pressuring asset managers to create fossil-free funds.
• We’ve built up a substantial body of expertise and connections on the climate, finance and 

responsible investment nexus in South Africa, with numerous engagements with asset managers and 
investments.

• We were one of the lead organisers on the September 2019 Financing the Future Conference, the first global 
divestment conference in the Global South.

• 2020: First edition of ‘Planet A Investment in South Africa’, our guide to green-ish investment.



–  UN Environment Programme

‘Anthropogenic climate change is the largest, 
most pervasive threat to the natural 
environment and human rights of our time.’ 



UN Environment Programme: ‘What do we need to do 
to limit global warming and act on climate change?’

•To prevent warming beyond 1.5°C, we need to reduce 
emissions by 7.6% every year from this year to 2030. (EGR, 
2019)

•10 years ago, if countries had acted on this science, 
governments would have needed to reduce emissions by 
3.3% each year. Every year we fail to act, the level of 
difficulty and cost to reduce emissions goes up. (EGR, 2019)



Governments are 
failing us

UN Environment Programme 2019: 
‘Dramatic strengthening of the NDCs is 
needed in 2020. Countries must increase 
their [contributions to greenhouse gas 
reductions] threefold to achieve the well 
below 2°C goal and more than fivefold 
to achieve the 1.5°C goal.’
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It’s the right 
thing to do
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We’re breaking our safe global 
climate much faster than expected
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August 2019: ‘Climate 
skeptics and deniers have 
often accused scientists of 
exaggerating the threat of 
climate change, but the 
evidence shows that not 
only have they not 
exaggerated, they have 
underestimated.’ 
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Source: https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/observations/scientists-have-been-underestimating-the-pace-of-climate-change/
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Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum
"We are now exceeding by an order of magnitude the rate of carbon release during one of the most remarkable 
global warming events in Earth's history.” – Lee Kump, head of geosciences at Pennsylvania State University

• Most recent hothouse mass extinction event in 
geological record

• 55.8 million years ago: Sharp increases in CO2 
emissions over 4,000 years, either from 
volcanoes or methane releases

• Mass extinction in the oceans, wiping out half 
of all shellfish, reversed ocean circulation, 
peatlands and forests went up in mass 
conflagrations, insect plagues swept the globe.

• Extreme surface temperatures forced a mass 
poleward migration and mammals were 
reduced to dwarfism

• Caused by 1/10 emissions we are currently 
releasing into the atmosphere.
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‘Drowned cities; stagnant seas; 
intolerable heatwaves; entire 
nations uninhabitable… and more 
than 11 billion humans. A four-
degree-warmer world is the stuff 
of nightmares and yet that’s where 
we’re heading in just decades.’ 

– Gaia Vince, The Guardian, May 
2019
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Climate sensitivity… July 2020: A major new international assessment of the 
Earth’s climate sensitivity, now published in the journal Reviews of Geophysics: 

“There is much greater certainty that, if left unchecked, global warming 
would be high enough to bring very severe impacts and risks worldwide.”
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https://climateextremes.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/WCRP_ECS_Final_manuscript_2019RG000678R_FINAL_200720.pdf
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• Because climate science has under-
estimated the pace of climate 
breakdown

• Under-estimating extent of systemic 
change, breakdown of ‘stationarity’

• Excluding unquantifiable 
parameters from models

• Difficulty modelling cascading 
effects of climate breakdown

Economists have systematically 
under-estimated the likely costs 
of climate breakdown
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‘Our thinking needs to change faster than the 
climate’ 

– James Bevan, head of UK Environment Agency
“Much higher sea levels will take out most of 

the world’s cities, displace millions, and 
make much of the rest of our land surface 
uninhabitable or unusable,” Bevan told the 
annual conference of the Association of 
British Insurers. “Much more extreme 
weather will kill more people through 
drought, flooding, wildfires and 
heatwaves than most wars have.

“The net effects will collapse ecosystems, 
slash crop yields, take out the 
infrastructure that our civilisation depends 
on, and destroy the basis of the modern 
economy and modern society.

“If [this] sounds like science fiction let me tell 
you something you need to know. This is 
that over the last few years the reasonable 
worst case for several of the flood incidents 
the EA has responded to has actually 
happened, and it’s getting larger.



– Katharine Viner, editor of The Guardian, 5 October 2020

‘The risk we face is nothing less than the 
downfall of the civilised world, perhaps in the 
lifetime of today’s schoolchildren.’
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Context – limits of GDP, 
environmental externalities, and 
trends in renewable energy
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GDP is not a measure of national wellbeing

• An externality is a cost or benefit that is imposed on a third party who did 
not agree to incur that cost or benefit. 

• Environmental externalities include pollution and climate breakdown.

• GDP does not capture the cost of ‘environmental externalities’

• ‘The welfare of a nation can scarcely be inferred from a measure of national 
income… Goals for more growth should specify more growth of what and 
for what.’ – Simon Kuznets, economist and originator of GDP measure.
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Driving to work: An example of internalised and 
externalised costs at individual level



– Robert F. Kennedy, 18 March 1968

‘Too much and for too long, we seemed to have surrendered personal excellence and 
community values in the mere accumulation of material things. .. Our [Gross National 
Product ]counts air pollution and cigarette advertising, and ambulances to clear our 
highways of carnage.  It counts special locks for our doors and the jails for the people who 
break them.  It counts the destruction of the redwood and the loss of our natural wonder in 
chaotic sprawl.  It counts napalm and counts nuclear warheads and armored cars for the 
police to fight the riots in our cities... Yet the gross national product does not allow for the 
health of our children, the quality of their education or the joy of their play.  It does not 
include the beauty of our poetry or the strength of our marriages, the intelligence of our 
public debate or the integrity of our public officials.  It measures neither our wit nor our 
courage, neither our wisdom nor our learning, neither our compassion nor our devotion to 
our country, it measures everything in short, except that which makes life worthwhile. ‘
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‘Overshoot’: The net externalities of human civilisation began 
to exceed the limits of our environment-economy in the 1970s

• Now, ’Humans use as much ecological resources as if 
we lived on 1.6 Earths.’ – Global Footprint Network

• Every year the environment produces goods and 
services that human beings are utterly dependent on, 
but do not pay for: Oxygen, carbon dioxide re-
uptake by forests and phytoplankton, rainfall that 
feeds our reservoirs, crops, plants and washes away 
dirt; insects, fungi & bacteria that break down waste; 
forests that cool the Earth and attract rainfall.

• When we go into ‘overshoot’, we start to destroy our 
natural capital and the ability of natural systems to 
regenerate themselves, by destroying whole 
ecosystems and species. 



 – Swiss Re, world’s largest reinsurance company

‘Countries around the world depend on a range of vital natural services to help 
maintain the health and stability of their communities and economies. Better 
known as biodiversity and ecosystem services, these include food provision, 
water security and regulation of local air quality among others.

These services underpin all economic activity in our societies globally.’
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Source: https://www.swissre.com/institute/research/topics-and-risk-dialogues/climate-and-
natural-catastrophe-risk/expertise-publication-biodiversity-and-ecosystems-services.html
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• South Africa has a three-planet 
lifestyle, mostly because of our 
carbon emissions.

• This manifests as water scarcity, 
coastal degradation, reduced 
pollinators, air pollution, species 
loss, land degradation and soil 
loss, and racing climate change

• Global insurance giant Swiss Re 
classes SA as being on brink of 
ecological collapses: ‘Among G20 
economies, South Africa and 
Australia top the rankings of 
fragile [biodiversity and 
ecosystems services]’, threatening 
40% of our GDP.



Case study: Sasol
• 2019 annual revenues: 
R200 billion
• Earnings: R6 billion
• Climate damage in 2019: 
R60 billion
• This excludes damages 
and deaths from other 
pollutants 

Sources: Sasol 2019 annual report: https://www.annualreports.com/HostedData/AnnualReports/PDF/NYSE_SSL_2019.pdf,
Carbon Brief explainer on SCC: https://www.carbonbrief.org/qa-social-cost-carbon

How to calculate climate damage:
• The ‘social cost of carbon’ is ‘the dollar 

value of the total damages from emitting one 
ton of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere.’

• (‘the most important number you’ve never 
heard of’)

• We have calculated Sasol’s climate damage 
at $60 / tonne CO2 (less than Exxon Mobil’s 
internal carbon price of $80 / ton).

• Some US govt estimates for the social cost 
of carbon run as high as $126 / tonne for 
2021. 

https://www.annualreports.com/HostedData/AnnualReports/PDF/NYSE_SSL_2019.pdf
https://www.carbonbrief.org/qa-social-cost-carbon


Ways to constrain damaging externalities

• Outlaw the activity entirely. Examples CFCs (ozone-destroying chemicals).

• Regulate to manage them.

• Tax the externality-producing activity to limit it or encourage the growth of 
alternatives. E.g., carbon tax. 

• Use or subsidise the development of less damaging alternatives.
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• Levelised costs capture construction 
and operational costs of power plants.

• Between 2009–2019, levelised global 
average cost of solar energy dropped 
89% from $359/Mwh to $40 / Mwh, 
onshore wind dropped 70%. 

• Cost of coal remained dropped 2%.

• Cost of nuclear increased 26%.
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Visible 
benefits: 

Go to 

Increased 
profit for 

coal 

Income for 
coal 

workers

Energy to 
consumers

Returns to 
shareholders

Taxes paid to 
government

Payments to 
suppliers

R31,9 bn in 
wages R8,7bn R39,5bn R19,2bn

Invisible 
costs: To 

communit
y and 

society

Air 
pollution 

and health 
costs

Water 
pollution, 
associated 

health 
costs, 

Greenhouse 
gas 

emissions, 
climate 

breakdown 
~5000 
deaths 

annually 
due to air 
pollution*

(DRAFT SLIDE: ignore for now)

Understanding Sasol’s internalised and externalised 
costs and benefits



– Chief Governance and Compliance Officer Carine Smith Ihenacho, for Norway’s $1.3 trillion wealth fund. 

‘One thing is to say that there should be zero in 2050. We 
are concerned with the short-term and medium-term and 
long-term goals. We believe this is just as important.’
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Source: https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2021-02-25-norways-1-3-trillion-fund-blacklists-15-companies-on-ethical-grounds/

(DRAFT SLIDE)

https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2021-02-25-norways-1-3-trillion-fund-blacklists-15-companies-on-ethical-grounds/


Governments are (still!) not acting 
anywhere fast enough to stop it.
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The Climate 
Action Tracker 
shows most 
countries’ 
policies and 
emissions 
reductions 
pledges fall far 
short of what is 
needed to meet 
the Paris climate 
agreement target 
of holding 
warming to 1.5C.



‘Despite Sweden, Norway and the UK 
leading the way, no country or region is 
performing well enough in all categories to 
achieve one of the top three spots in the 
index and keep the rise in global 
temperature below 2 degrees Celsius. This 
was also a target set by the Paris Agreement 
five years ago, which aims to strengthen the 
global response to climate change.’

– ‘Which countries are performing best and worst on climate 
change?’, Catherine Newman, CGTN, 9 December 2020

No-one is yet on track to fulfil the 
Paris climate agreement targets
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https://newseu.cgtn.com/news/2020-12-09/Which-countries-are-performing-best-and-worst-on-climate-change--W3YipJZm2A/index.html

Climate Change Performance Index: https://ccpi.org/ranking/



‘Most European oil and gas companies have responded to investor pressure by updating their emission targets, describing 
them as being consistent with net zero. Research shows that this is not the case. Dan Gardiner, Rory Sullivan, Simon Dietz, 
and Valentin Jahn say that oil and gas companies will have to go much further to genuinely claim 1.5C/net-zero alignment. ‘

https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/businessreview/2021/02/10/the-oil-and-gas-industry-will-need-to-scale-back-much-faster-to-limit-
warming-to-1-5c/
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The evolution of 
climate change denial:

40

• Phase One: It’s not 
happening.

• Phase Two: It’s happening, 
but we’re not to blame.

• Phase Three: It’s 
happening, it’s terrible, 
we’re to blame – and we’re 
not doing anywhere near 
enough to stop it.

• Institutional inertia and path 
dependence

• Vested interests and corruption
• Public lack of awareness and 

confusion, largely because of 
massive disinformation 
campaigns from the fossil fuel 
sector

• Amoral financial sector

Why so little action?



Despite obvious climate breakdown, 
fossil fuel companies are still fighting 
to maintain business as usual
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7 October 2020
Source: https://www.ft.com/content/16091645-98b3-4041-9ca2-053fb60181ba
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Exxon Mobil and other oil 
companies have understood 
the risks of climate 
breakdown since the 1960s –
 and spent fortunes covering 
it up, often using PR tactics 
and personnel borrowed 
from Big Tobacco.
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Misinformation 
from fossil fuel 
companies 
continues to be 
pervasive.

– 8 October 2020



Climate change 
disinformation 
has been 
incredibly 
successful… in 
2019, only 17% of 
Americans 
correctly 
understood that 
almost all climate 
scientists think 
global warming is 
happening.
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• ‘Why is natural gas good’?

• ’Natural gas is the cleanest-burning 
hydrocarbon, producing around half 
the carbon dioxide (CO2)’ 

• In fact, fugitive methane emissions in 
the production chain higher than 
3.6% completely offset gas’s climate 
forcing advantage over coal, and 
building new gas infrastructure will 
‘lock in’ emissions that will break the 
Paris agreement.

Shell South Africa has 
misinformation about natural gas 
on its website today.
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Oil Change International: 

Of the eight largest integrated 
oil and fossil gas companies, 
‘none come close to aligning 
their actions with the urgent 
1.5°C global warming limit as 
outlined by the Paris 
Agreement.’ 
 
– September 2020
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Source: http://priceofoil.org/2020/09/23/big-oil-reality-check/



Climate action is extremely urgent… 
but apparently not in South Africa
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“Unless we act now, the impact of climate 
change on humanity will be 
catastrophic… As the Paris Agreement 
comes fully into force this year, we are 
committed to meeting our 
international responsibilities to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
“Far from being an ‘added liability’ 
focused solely on issues of compliance, 
climate change adaptation is an 
opportunity to quicken the pace 
towards a sustainable economy that is 
just and inclusive.”

– President Cyril Ramaphosa, August 2020
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"Last night I received a call from 
Minister Gwede Mantashe, when he 
told me that the oil giant Total would 
be making a big announcement today 
about a new world-class oil and gas 
discovery off the coast of South 
Africa," said Ramaphosa to applause. 

"Now - whether you like it or not - we 
are extremely encouraged by the 
report this morning about the 
Brulpadda block in the Outeniqua 
Basin, which some have described as a 
'catalytic find'."

– President Cyril Ramaphosa, February 2019
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SA and China 
planning a 
‘special 
economic zone’ 
in Limpopo 
that would 
include 
construction of 
a new 3GW 
coal power 
plant to power 
Chinese 
industry.
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– Carbon Tracker, March 2020: 
‘Comprehensive report on financial health 
of global coal’

•New renewables will be 
cheaper than existing coal in 
South Africa from 2027.

•‘Coal is kept alive by path 
dependence, political influence, 
and distorted markets. Killing it 
off for good is the capitalist 
thing to do.’

•To kill coal, politicians need to 
see society turning against coal.
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There’s a huge difference between climate policy (Barbara 
Creecy) and climate leadership (Greta Thunberg). Both are 

needed. But the latter barely exists in South Africa.
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Stranded assets and carbon 
bubbles

57





The carbon 
dioxide in 
fossil fuel 
companies’ 
developed 
reserves alone 
will break 
Paris climate 
budgets
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June 2018: ’Bursting of carbon bubble could wipe between 
one and four trillion US dollars off the global economy.’

• “Our analysis suggests that, contrary to investor 
expectations, the stranding of fossil fuel assets 
may happen even without new climate policies. 
This suggests a carbon bubble is forming and is 
likely to burst,” said Jorge Viñuales, of the 
University of Cambridge, and one of the authors.

• “Individual nations cannot avoid the situation by 
ignoring the Paris Agreement or burying their 
heads in coal and tar sands. For too long, global 
climate policy has been seen as a prisoner’s 
dilemma game, where some nations can do 
nothing and get a free ride on the efforts of others

• “Divestment from fossil fuels is both a prudent 
and necessary thing to do.”



Scope of the global divestment 
movement
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Notable divestment commitments
•1245 institutions globally, particularly foundations 

and faith-based communities
•Numerous cities including New York, London, 

Paris, Melbourne
•Australian Academy of Science, British Medical 

Association, World Council of Churches, Cornell 
University, Oxford University, SOAS

•Over half of all UK universities and around 200 
universities globally

•University of California is fully divested
•Ireland’s national Strategic Investment Fund
•BNP Paribas and BlackRock have divested from 

coal
•Dozens of pension funds in Australia and the US
•And most recently, the University of Cambridge 

and eThekwini/Durban



Sweden’s AP2, one of the 
biggest pension funds in N. 
Europe, dumped fossil fuel 
equities and bonds from half 
of its portfolios in 
December 2020, and plans 
to continue the process.
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Pitfalls for responsible investment 
policies

65



Your choices as an asset owner

Responsible investment in practice

Strategy What it is Advantages Disadvantages

Re-weighting
Index-led or supported, 

selling down ‘bad’ shares, 
buying more ‘good’ ones

Reduces risk, cheap if 
index-led

Can be little more than 
greenwashing, stranded 

asset risk

Divestment Selling off bad shares
Powerful social signal, 
increasingly powerful 

financial signal, cuts risk

Reduces engagement 
influence, but can be 

combined with divestment

Engagement
Influencing or pushing 
investee companies into 

better practices

Some efficacy on non-core 
issues, great excuse not to 

divest, apparently.*

High input strategy, little 
evidence it changes core 

business practices
Seeking unlisted 

alternatives, e.g. private 
equity

Investing in companies 
that are unlisted.

Potentially very high 
returns

ESG screening tricky, high 
expertise, higher-risk



Pitfalls for responsible investment policies
• Signing up to the latest voluntary SRI code (UN PRI, CRISA, 

GRI, King IV) that is neither specific nor binding.

• Shareholder engagement: Can be very powerful in certain 
contexts – but the evidence shows it does not change fossil fuel 
companies.

• ESG screening: Helpful but insufficient: ‘ESG Scores Aren't 
Enough to Achieve a Net-Zero Future.’

• ‘'The SA investment sector has fallen behind ESG global best 
practice’ (Citywire headline, Jan 2021) 
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’But our study, which 
tracks implementation [of 
responsible investment in 
SA] from 2013 to 2019, 
found that the changes to 
investment practices were 
mostly superficial.’

‘the framing of 
responsible investment 
seems to have 
inadvertently conveyed a 
false impression of 
progress.’ 
 
– UCT Graduate School of Business 
researchers,16 January 2020
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Source: https://theconversation.com/the-devil-is-in-the-detail-when-it-comes-to-responsible-investing-126539

https://theconversation.com/the-devil-is-in-the-detail-when-it-comes-to-responsible-investing-126539


The limits of ESG: ‘ESG Scores Aren't Enough 
to Achieve a Net-Zero Future’
“The science tells us we need to stabilize 
the climate crisis in 35 years, and to do 
that we need to be improving the 
situation by about 2% every 
year,” Jabusch said. “Most companies are 
just not contributing on that level yet, 
regardless of what their ESG score says.”
 
– Emily Chasan, ‘ESG Scores Aren't 
Enough to Achieve a Net-Zero Future’, 
Bloomberg, 2 September 2020
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‘Divestment is not an effective strategy, as it would stop us 
pushing for change as active shareholders.’ – Allan Gray

• The UN Framework Convention on Climate Change was signed in 1992. Carbon 
Tracker identified stranded asset risk in 2011. Allan Gray started engagement on 
climate change in… ~2018.

• There are no examples of companies changing their core business models in 
response to shareholder pressure.

• The fossil fuel industry is particularly resistant to shareholder pressure.
• Meaningful engagement requires substantial resources: time, money, research. 

Few asset owners have the required resources.
• If you really want to engage while watching your assets burn, partially divest 

AND engage, setting targets for reinvestment.
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August 2019: 
‘[Sasol] has 
never met its 
own emissions 
targets, and 
shareholders 
don’t seem to 
have noticed.’



“Shareholder activism has proved 
to be an effective tactic when 
focused on changing an ancillary 
piece of a company’s business — 
reforming sweatshop conditions 
in Nike’s supply chain, for 
example. But it is the wrong tool 
to deploy on an industry that 
must fundamentally change.”

– Tom Sanzillo, former first 
deputy comptroller of New York 
State
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“One hundred and sixty climate change 
shareholder resolutions were filed at 24 U.S. 
oil & gas companies between 2012 and 2018 
(see Figures 1 & 2). These resolutions resulted 
in a range of successes—from appointing 
climate-competent board members to 
reducing some operational greenhouse gas 
emissions. Despite this movement, none of 
these U.S. oil & gas companies have adopted 
plans, or targets, to limit their full lifecycle 
contribution of greenhouse gas emissions. 
Instead, the vast majority of these companies 
are continuing business as usual investments 
to maintain or expand production.” 

– 2020: A clear vision for Paris-compliant 
shareholder engagement, AS YOU SOW
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‘You cannot have the same 
conversation for 15 years with no 
results’, says Legal & General 
Investment Management (a $1.3 
trillion fund manager) and one of 
Exxon’s top 20 shareholders.

•They tried engaging with 
Exxon. 

•They then backed shareholder 
resolutions. 

•Now they're divesting.

Source: https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-08-07/big-money-starts-to-dump-stocks-that-pose-climate-risks



Engagement with teeth
• Combined with partial divestment to 

signal seriousness

• Based on clear and unequivocal targets 
for progress, ie, target companies must 
reduce emissions by 7.6% a year.

• Clearly allocated human resources for 
managing engagement strategy. 

• In reality, effective engagement in SA is 
probably only going to come from 
coalitions of asset managers. 
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Will we lose money if we divest? 
You’ve probably lost money already because you haven’t.



‘Investing in sustainability has usually met, and often 
exceeded, the performance of comparable traditional 
investments. This is on both an absolute and a risk-adjusted 
basis, across asset classes and over time.’

– Morgan Stanley, 2015. ‘Sustainable Reality: Understanding the 
Performance of Sustainable Investment Strategies’, Morgan 
Stanley Institute for Sustainable Investing. 

This study assessed over 10,000 funds and managed accounts. 



Will we lose money if we divest? Evidence suggests not.



ET Index Research: Performance of divested SWIX with 76% carbon emissions intensity reduction

Will we lose money if we divest? Evidence suggests not.
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Fossil Fuel Free 
Analysis: Risk/Return 

7 

 Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC.  Data as from Dec. 31, 2012, to August 31, 2017.  Index performance based on total return in ZAR.  Past performance is no guarantee of future results.  Chart is 
provided for illustrative purposes and reflects hypothetical historical performance.  Please see the Performance Disclosure at the end of this document for more information regarding the inherent 
limitations associated with back-tested performance. 
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SA DSW SA Fossil Fuel Free 
(FFF) 

Annualized Return (%) 9.0% 14.2% 

Annualized Risk (%) 10.5% 10.6% 

Risk-adjusted Return 0.85 1.35 

Will we lose money if we divest? Evidence suggests not.

South Africa Domestic Shareholder Weighted (DSW) 

Fossil fuel free

Unpublished research by a leading financial services data provider for Fossil Free SA on possible fossil fuel-free indices for SA. 



And that’s before we consider carbon bubble risk

Impacts of early and late carbon bubbles on hypothetical portfolio.



Croatan Institute, Divest Invest Philanthropy: Five Years 
After Launch: feedback from 200 philanthropies

• Today, 97% of the respondents pledging in 2014 now hold 1% or less of their portfolio in fossil 
fuels, all while maintaining or improving their expected risk-return profiles.

• Of the newer signatories, 89% have already divested from the CU 200, putting them ahead of 
schedule on meeting the 5-year Divest Invest pledge.

• Approximately half of respondents have 10% or more of their portfolios invested in climate 
solutions, well above the 5% threshold of the Divest Invest pledge.

• 46% of foundations responding have now divested from fossil fuels across 8 or more asset 
classes, beyond the original pledge requirement to divest from fossil fuel in only stocks and 
bonds.

• The vast majority of respondents, 94%, said that their financial performance since taking the 
pledge has been positively or neutrally affected. 





‘The mythical peril of 
divesting from fossil fuels’

– Jeremy Grantham ran a $120 billion US asset 
manager
– ‘There is a no more conservative group on the 
planet than an investment committee.’
– ‘if you tell them that you are going to interfere 
in any way, such as by removing a particular 
group of companies from their investment 
portfolio, an investment committee will likely 
warn that it will cause great harm to the long-
term return.’
– But in reality, ‘you can divest from oil – or 
anything else – without much consequence’
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– Portfoliometrix investment managers, Cape Town

“It seems investors do not have to choose 
between ‘returns’ and ‘people and planet’. 
They can have both.”  
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Possibilities for fossil free funds 
in SA…
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How divestment works
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How divestment sceptics imagine 
divestment is supposed to work – 

as a financial lever

How divestment actually works – 
as a social lever

Institution divests Individuals, institutions and society forced to 
understand climate culpability

Fossil fuel company continues to access 
capital and continues operations.

Divestment part of institutional transformation 
and determination to take responsbility for 

climate

‘Divestment failed’

Fossil fuel companies lose social license to 
operate. Students no longer want to work for 

them. Divestment movements spawn other social 
movements.

Although, Shell 2017: ‘[Divestment] could 
have a material adverse effect on the price 
of our securities and our ability to access 

equity capital markets.’

Politicians see fossil fuel companies losing public 
support and gain courage to implement tougher 

regulations, and redirect subsidies to cleaner 
energy.
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‘At no point during the South African divestment or in the fossil fuel 
movement does anyone care about the stock price of these companies. If 
you look at it through finance, you see no effect and therefore you 
conclude that there’s been no impact. But if you look at it through the 
discipline of history, you see that it’s incontrovertible that step by step 
by step it was the South African divestment movement that changed the 
public discourse, that transformed the decisions of corporations to get 
out of South Africa and our government, led by a Republican Senate, to 
pass a comprehensive sanctions bill. Well, one of the things that’s 
fascinating about it is that climate change has been one of those 
problems where we’ve been hoping that someone else would do 
something about it. But divestment has the impact of saying, what are 
your direct responsibilities? If you own stock in Exxon, if you’re 
receiving dividends from Exxon whose business model is to destroy the 
planet, do you feel comfortable with that? Do you endorse what they’re 
doing? Normally, when you own a stock, you’re endorsing their 
business plan. And so instead of pushing this off to someone else, 
[divestment] transforms people and institutions exactly as a democracy 
should.’

– Robert Massie, senior advisor from Boston Common Asset Management, 2015



– Atif Ansar, Ben Caldecott and James Tilbury, ‘Stranded assets and the fossil fuel divestment campaign: what 
does divestment mean for the valuation of fossil fuel assets?’
University of Oxford, 11 March 2015.

‘The outcome of the stigmatisation process poses the 
most far-reaching threat to fossil fuel companies. 
Any direct impacts pale in comparison.’
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In conclusion...
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– Christiana Figueres, former executive secretary, UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (The Observer, 15 
Feb 2020)

‘This is the decade in which, contrary to everything humanity has 
experienced before, we have everything in our power. We have the 

capital, the technology, the policies. And we have the scientific 
knowledge to understand that we have to halve our emissions by 2030.’
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See our campaign video (3 mins), at https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=GFjrspmu2Xo
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GFjrspmu2Xo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GFjrspmu2Xo
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Sign a joint letter to your asset 
manager asking them to create 

fossil fuel-free ethical investments  
in  South Africa.

For the past few years, the big SA asset 
managers have been saying that their 

clients aren’t interested in a fund afree of 
investments in the fossil fuels companies 

that are causing climate breakdown. 

Let’s prove them wrong!

Please also join our campaign 
launch webinar on Wednesday 24 

February at 7pm

#Investfossilfree

Sign now >

Join >


